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A FOURIER TRANSFORM FOR THE QUANTUM TODA
LATTICE
GUS LONERGAN
Abstract. We introduce an algebraic Fourier transform for the quantum
Toda lattice.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Toda lattice. Following [1], let G be a complex reductive algebraic
group and denote by Toda1(G) the partially compactified quantum Toda lattice of
G. By definition, this is the two-sided1 quantum Hamiltonian reduction of D(G)
with respect to a generic character ψ of a maximal unipotent subgroup N . In a
formula, we have
Toda1(G) = (D(G)/((l − ψ)(n) + (r − ψ)(n))D(G))
N×N
where l, resp. r are the embeddings of g in D(G) as left-, resp. right-invariant
vector fields. Here g = Lie(G), n = Lie(N) (and this pattern will continue). It
is naturally a Hopf algebroid over O(g∗ //G). A different choice of N,ψ gives a
canonically isomorphic Hopf algebroid (justifying the definite article). Kostant’s
classic result gives a canonical isomorphism between Toda1(G) and the quantum
Hamiltonian reduction of D(G) with respect to the trivial character of G itself,
acting adjointly.
The order filtration on D(G) induces2 a filtration on Toda1(G). The base
O(g∗ //G), viewed as a subalgebra of Toda1(G), is canonically isomorphic to its
associated graded and one thus obtains an associated graded Hopf algebroid (over
the same base). This is the partially compactified Toda lattice and will be denoted
1The epithet ‘two-sided’ refers to the use of both the left- and the right-regular actions of N
on G.
2This is true for the presentation as D(G)//trivG. For the presentation as Nψ\\D(G)//ψN
one needs to adjust this filtration by the ρ∨-weight.
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Toda0(G). In fact, it is a commutative Hopf algebra over O(g
∗ //G), and its corre-
sponding group scheme is canonically identified with the flat abelian group scheme
zGψ+n⊥ /N over (ψ+n
⊥)/N ∼= g∗ //G 3. Here n⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement
to n in g∗. In this classical setting, Kostant’s result identifies this group scheme
with the adjoint quotient zGg∗ //G.
Let us now fix a maximal torus T of the normalizer B of N . We obtain an
opposite subgroup N− to N , and a splitting g
∗ = n∗× t∗× n∗−. We can therefore
form the subscheme ψ + t∗ ⊂ ψ + n⊥. This fits into a commutative diagram
ψ + t∗
∼
−→ t∗
↓ ↓
g∗ //G
∼
−→ t∗ //W
and consequently we have an isomorphism zGψ+t∗
∼= t∗×g∗ //G(z
G
ψ+n⊥ /N). In other
words, there exists an action ofW on zGψ+t∗ , compatible with its usual action on the
base t∗, and the geometric quotient is the spectrum of the partially compactified
Toda lattice. Noting that ψ+ t∗ is contained in (b∗)reg, we see that zGψ+t∗ = z
B
ψ+t∗ .
The resulting projection zGψ+t∗ → (ψ + t
∗)× T is an isomorphism over ψ + (t∗)reg.
This map is W -equivariant, where W acts ‘diagonally’ on (ψ + t∗) × T ∼= t∗×T .
All this goes to show that we have a map
Spec(Toda0(G))→ (T
∗T )//W
which is an isomorphism generically over the base t∗ //W .
This classical picture is quantizes in the natural manner, and in particular we
have a map
D(T )W → Toda1(G)(1.1)
of Hopf algebroids over t∗ //W , which is generically an isomorphism.
1.2. The Fourier transform. One is interested in understanding modules for
Toda1(G). Restricting along 1.1, such a thing becomes a module for D(T )
W .
Since D(T )W is Morita equivalent to D(T )#CW , this is the same thing as a
W -equivariant D-module on T . There is a well-known equivalence
D(T )−mod ∼= QCohX
•(T )(t∗)(1.2)
and likewise
D(T )W −mod ∼= QCohW˜
aff
(t∗)(1.3)
where X•(T ) denotes the character lattice of T and W˜ aff = X•(T )#W is the
partially-extended affine Weyl group4. This equivalence may be regarded as an
algebraic incarnation of the Fourier transform, but it is completely trivial when one
writes out the definition of the categories to be related.
A natural question arises: is there a similar kind of ‘algebraic Fourier transform’
for Toda1(G)? That is the subject of this paper. In fact, we have
3In fact, zG
ψ+n⊥
is itself a flat abelian group scheme over ψ+ n⊥, on which base N acts freely,
justifying the notation ‘/N ’ rather than ‘//N ’. It is customary to trivialize the N-torsor ψ+n⊥ →
g∗ //G. The resulting section κ is called ‘the’ Kostant slice, and we obtain Spec(Toda0(G)) ∼= zGκ .
4As opposed to the fully extended affine Weyl group, which is usually defined to be the group
obtained in this manner starting from the universal cover of G. The affine Weyl group, W aff , is
the group obtained in this manner starting from the adjoint quotient of G.
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Theorem 1.1. There exists an equivalence of categories
Toda1(G)−mod ∼= QCoh
W˜aff (t∗)“ I ”(1.4)
which is compatible with 1.3 in the natural way.
Here the categoryQCohW˜
aff
(t∗)“ I ” denotes the full subcategory ofQCohW˜
aff
(t∗)
whose objects are all those with trivial derived isotropy for W aff . The precise
meaning of this will be spelled out in the main body of the paper (see Proposition
4.4). An alternative formulation is as follows:
Theorem 1.2. There exists an equivalence of categories
Toda1(G) −mod ∼= QCoh
W˜aff (t∗)fpd(1.5)
which is compatible with 1.3 in the natural way.
Here the categoryQCohW˜
aff
(t∗)fpd denotes the full subcategory ofQCohW˜
aff
(t∗)
whose objects are all those whose Γ-equivariant structure descends to t∗ //Γ, for
every finite parabolic subgroup Γ ⊂W aff ⊂ W˜ aff .
2. The Affine Grassmannian
For background material on the affine Grassmannian, see [5][6]. For algebraic
groups, see [2]. The material of paragraphs 2.1-2.5, 2.7, 2.9 is borrowed from these.
2.1. Let G∨ be the complex algebraic group which is Langlands dual to G and
has maximal torus T∨. Let Gr denote the affine Grassmannian for the G∨. This
is a certain projective ind-scheme whose C-valued points are G∨(K)/G∨(O), where
K = C((t)), O = C[[t]]. The translation action of G∨(O) has finite dimensional
orbits, whose closures (the so-called ‘spherical Schubert varieties’) give the ind-
scheme structure. The cocharacter lattice X•(T
∨) embeds in Gr as its T∨-fixed
point subset, and each G∨(O)-orbits contains a unique W -orbit in X•(T
∨). The
group Gm also acts, by the ‘loop rotation’ local automorphisms of K, and this
action fixes the T∨-fixed points and preserves the spherical Schubert varieties.
2.2. We will be interested the (complex) cohomology and homology of Gr 5. By
definition, the cohomology H•(Gr) of Gr is the cofiltered system of the cohomolo-
gies of the spherical Schubert varieties, and the homology H•(Gr) of Gr is the
filtered system of the homologies of the spherical Schubert varieties. The transition
morphisms in H•(Gr) are all surjective, and those in H•(Gr) are all injective. For-
getting the ind-scheme structure on Gr, one obtains the topological space Grtop 6.
We then haveH•(Gr
top) = colim
−−−→
H•(Gr). However, lim←−
H•(Gr) is some completion
of H•(Grtop) (and so bigger than it). Since each spherical Schubert variety is com-
pact, its homology is equal to its Borel-Moore homology, i.e. its cohomology with
coefficients in its dualizing complex. Gluing together these dualizing complexes by
the !-pullbacks, one may think of H•(Gr) rather literally as its cohomology with
coefficients in its dualizing complex.
5Strictly speaking, we are working here with the ind-analytic space Gran.
6Again, strictly speaking this is the filtered colimit in the category of topological spaces of the
filtered system of analytic spaces Gran.
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2.3. We fix a Borel subgroup B∨ of G∨ containing T∨ and write I∨ = G∨(O)×G∨
B∨ for the corresponding Iwahori subgroup of G∨(O). The orbits of I∨ on Gr form
a complex cell decomposition, compatible with the stratification by spherical Schu-
bert varieties. It follows that Gr is equivariantly formal (for, say the T∨-action).
We then define H•T∨(Gr) as the cofiltered system of the T
∨-equivariant cohomolo-
gies of the spherical Schubert varieties, and HT
∨
• (Gr) as the filtered system of the
T∨-equivariant cohomologies of the spherical Schubert varieties with coefficients in
their respective (canonically equivariant) dualizing complexes7. By equivariant for-
mality (and finite-dimensionality of the spherical Schubert varieties), HT
∨
• (Gr) and
H•T∨(Gr) are dual over H
•
T∨(pt) = O(t
∗). Similarly we define the G∨-equivariant
homology and cohomology; it is a standard consequence of equivariant formality
that
H•T∨(Gr) = pi
∗H•G∨(Gr)
and
HT
∨
• (Gr) = pi
∗HG
∨
• (Gr)
where pi : t∗ → t∗ //W = Spec(H•G∨(pt)) is the natural projection. Inversely,
W acts naturally on H•T∨(Gr) (resp. H
T∨
• (Gr)), and one obtains pi
∗H•G∨(Gr)
(resp. pi∗HG
∨
• (Gr)) from them by taking invariants. All of the above goes through
when one introduces the additional ‘loop rotation’ factor of equivariance (and the
corresponding additional A1 factor in the base). As in the non-equivariant case, the
transition maps in cohomology are all surjective, while those in homology are all
injective, and the analogous remarks comparing their (co-) limits to the equivariant
(co-) cohomology of Grtop hold.
2.4. Since G∨ is the maximal reductive quotient of G∨(O), we may replace G∨ by
G∨(O) as a factor of equivariance. That is to say, we have natural isomorphisms
H•G∨(Gr)
∼= H•G∨(O)(Gr)
and
H•G∨×Gm(Gr)
∼= H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr)
where the right-hand sides are defined just as before (recall that the spherical
Schubert varieties are G∨(O)-equivariant by definition). We have the analogous
isomorphisms in homology. In the same fashion, one may replace T∨ by I∨.
2.5. Putting the ind-scheme structure of Gr together with the pro-scheme struc-
ture of G∨(O), we may regard G∨(K) as a pro-ind-scheme. With some rearranging,
it may be viewed as an ind-pro-scheme, admitting the G∨(O)×G∨(O)-orbits as a
final family of sub-pro-schemes. We have
H•G∨(O)(Gr) = H
•
G∨(O)×G∨(O)(G(K))
H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr) = H
•
(G∨(O)×G∨(O))⋊Gm
(G(K))
and so on. This symmetric presentation makes it clear that in both cases we have an
extra action of O(t∗ //W ). It happens that the two O(t∗ //W )-module structures
differ in the presence of loop-rotation equivariance, and coincide without it.
7As before, we like to think of this as the equivariant cohomology of Gr with coefficients in its
dualizing complex.
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2.6. A remark on equivariant homology. The description of H
G∨(O)⋊Gm
• (Gr)
as theO(t∗ //W×A1)-linear dual toH•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr) = H
•
(G∨(O)×G∨(O))⋊Gm
(G(K))
(using the ‘left-hand’ action of O(t∗ //W )) appears asymmetrical. However, essen-
tially because G∨(O) is (pro-) smooth, the ∗-pullback to G∨(K) of the dualizing
complex on Gr descends to the dualizing complex on G∨(O)\G∨(K). One can then
give a symmetric description of H
G∨(O)⋊Gm
• (Gr) as the (G
∨(O) × G∨(O)) ⋊ Gm-
equivariant cohomology of G∨(K) with coefficients in this pullback8. In particular
this gives a canonical isomorphism between the two O(t∗ //W × A1)-linear duals
to H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr)
9.
This line of reasoning has an interesting application for finite flag varieties.
Namely, let P and Q be two parabolic subgroups of G. Since P,Q are smooth
and P\G,G/Q are compact, the P × Q-equivariant cohomology of the dualizing
complex on G is at once the H•P (pt) = O(t //WP )-linear dual of H
•
P (G/Q), shifted
by 2 dimQ, and the H•Q(pt) = O(t //WQ)-linear dual of H
•
Q(P\G), shifted by
2 dimP . The consequence in algebraic geometry is that, whenever P ⊂ Q, we have
the canonical isomorphism of functors
(piPQ)
!(2 dimP ) ∼= (piPQ)
∗(2 dimQ) : QCohGm(t //WQ)→ QCoh
Gm(t //WP )
exactly mirroring the topological statement that
(piPQ)
![2 dimP ] ∼= (piPQ)
∗[2 dimQ] : Db(BQ)→ Db(BP ).
Here piPQ stands simultaneously (and very abusively) for the natural maps t //WP →
t //WQ and BP → BQ.
2.7. Convolution. The multiplication and inversion in the groupG∨(K) are bounded
with respect to the ind-pro-structure. It follows thatH•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr) andH
G∨(O)⋊Gm
• (Gr)
are Hopf algebroids over t∗ //W×A1. They are supported on the diagonal t∗ //W×
t∗ //W × A1 ⊂ (t∗ //W × A1)2, and thus we may think of them as an A1-family
of Hopf algebroids over t∗ //W . The same is true for their (co-) limits discussed
in 2.2. Of course some care has to be taken to say what it means for a pro- or
ind-object to be a Hopf algebroid. For our purposes, it happens that the pro-object
H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr) is a pro-algebra (but not a pro-coalgebra), while the ind-object
H
G∨(O)⋊Gm
• (Gr) is an ind-coalgebra (but not an ind-algebra). We do not know
whether these restrictions are critical to have a good general theory, but they are
very natural in the topological setting.
The pro-object Hopf algebroid H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr) is commutative. Equivalently,
its spectrum is a groupoid ind-scheme. In a sense which will be made precise,
the (A1-families of) representations of this groupoid over t∗ //W are the same as
comodules for H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Gr), which in turn (by pro-finite flatness) are the same
as modules for the dual algebra H
G∨(O)⋊Gm
• (Gr).
2.8. Following [3] (and, originally, [5]), the following is a consequence of the geo-
metric Satake equivalence (whose details we need not recall here):
8which is to be thought of as its dualizing complex, homologically shifted by −2 dimG∨(O).
9If one restricts to 0 ∈ A1, these two duals are identical and the resulting automorphism is the
identity.
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Theorem 2.1. There are natural isomorphisms
HG
∨
⋊Gm
• (Gr
top) ∼= Toda~(G)
and
H•G∨⋊Gm(Gr
top) ∼= O(pi1(G
∨)×Nt∗ //W (t
∗ //W )2)
of Hopf algebroids over t∗ //W × A1.
Here Toda~(G) is the Rees construction of Toda1(G) with respect to the filtration
of 1.1, and ~ is the parameter of A1. Also NXY denotes the ‘deformation to the
normal cone’ of X in Y whenever X ⊂ Y is a closed subscheme. It is a flat Gm-
equivariant A1-scheme whose restriction to A1−{0} is Y × (A1−{0}) and whose
0-fiber is the normal cone of X in Y . The groupoid scheme structure comes from
the trivial groupoid structure on (t∗ //W )2 (with t∗ //W its subgroup).
Recall that HG
∨
⋊Gm
• (Gr
top) = colim
−−−→
HG
∨
⋊Gm
• (Gr); thus the data provided by
HG
∨
⋊Gm
• (Gr) is nothing more than a filtration of Toda~(G), the so called spherical
Schubert filtration. A module for Toda~(G) is therefore precisely a trivially filtered
module for HG
∨
⋊Gm
• (Gr). These are equivalent to trivially cofiltered comodules for
H•G∨⋊Gm(Gr), and one obtains:
Corollary 2.2. There is an equivalence of categories
Toda~(G) −mod ∼= Rept∗ //W×A1 Spec(H
•
G∨⋊Gm(Gr))
whence
Toda1(G)−mod ∼= Rept∗ //W Spec(H
•
G∨⋊Gm(Gr))~=1.
Here Spec(H•G∨⋊Gm(Gr)) is a certain sub-groupoid-ind-scheme ofNt∗ //W (t
∗ //W )2,
which the remainder of this paper is aimed at understanding.
2.9. The affine flag variety. The affine flag variety, denoted Fl, is a certain
G∨/B∨-bundle over Gr whose C-points are G∨(K)/I∨. We define the A1-families
of Hopf algebroids over t∗:
H•I∨⋊Gm(Fl)
HI
∨
⋊Gm
• (Fl)
in essentially the same way as for Gr 10. They are respectively pro-finite flat and
ind-finite flat objects with respect to both O(t∗×A1)-module structures, over which
they are also dual. Again H•I∨⋊Gm(Fl) is commutative, and so its spectrum is an
A
1-family of groupoid ind-schemes over t∗. It is related to Spec(H•G∨⋊Gm(Gr)) in
the following way:
Spec(H•I∨⋊Gm(Fl))
∼= t∗×t∗ //W Spec(H
•
G∨⋊Gm(Gr)) ×t∗ //W t
∗,
i.e. it is obtained from Spec(H•G∨⋊Gm(Gr)) by applying the natural pullback functor
for ind-schemes along pi : t∗ → t∗ //W .
We will see that the representations of these two groupoids are equivalent. Let
T denote the pullback groupoid evaluated at ~ = 1. It is the study of this groupoid
which will eventually yield Theorem 1.1.
10And as for Gr they may also be regarded as the (I∨ × I∨)⋊Gm-equivariant cohomology of
some ‘complexes’ (the constant sheaf and the shifted dualizing complex) on G∨(K).
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2.10. Localization. The localization theorem of [4] allows us to describe T pre-
cisely. Indeed they show that the restriction map
H•I∨⋊Gm(Fl)
∼= H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl)→ H
•
T∨⋊Gm(Fl
T∨×Gm)
is generically11 an isomorphism (and so in particular injective, since the left hand
side is torsion-free over t∗×A1). The same holds when we set ~ = 1, by gradedness.
The T∨×Gm-fixed point set of Fl is identified with W˜
aff , and the spectrum of its
equivariant cohomology is the ind-scheme∐
γ∈W˜aff
Γ~γ .
Here Γ~γ = {(x, y, ~ ∈ t
∗× t∗×A1)|x = γ~(y)} and γ~ denotes the operator obtained
from γ by dilating its translational part by ~. This is the same as the transformation
groupoid
W˜ aff#(t∗×A1)
where W˜ aff now is regarded as a group ind-scheme which acts on t∗×A1 by γ 7→
γ~. In particular setting ~ = 1 we have
Spec(H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl
T∨×Gm))~=1 ∼= W˜
aff# t∗ .
Representations over t∗ of this groupoid are by definition precisely W˜ aff -equivariant
quasicoherent sheaves on t∗. Identifying HT
∨
⋊Gm
• (Fl
T∨×Gm)~=1 with D(T )#CW
gives the algebraic Fourier transform of 1.3. Therefore it is natural to regard the
category of representations of T as the ‘Fourier transform description’ of the cate-
gory of modules for Toda1(G).
Since
H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl)~=1 → H
•
T∨⋊Gm(Fl
T∨×Gm)~=1
is injective, and
O(pi1(G
∨)× t∗× t∗) ∼= H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl
top)~=1 → H
•
T∨⋊Gm(Fl)~=1
is surjective in every piece of the right-hand pro-object, we obtain:
Lemma 2.3. T is the image of the morphism
W˜ aff# t∗
(p◦pi1,i)
−−−−−→ pi1(G
∨)× t∗× t∗ .
Here p : W˜ aff → pi1(G
∨) is the quotient map (with kernel W aff ) and i :
W˜ aff# t∗ → t∗× t∗ is the closed embedding.
The idea now is that this image is in some reasonable sense the quotient of
W˜ aff# t∗ by the isotropy (i.e. maximal) subgroup of W aff# t∗ - as for instance
can be seen on closed points - and thus one expects that representations of T
are W˜ aff -equivariant quasicoherent sheaves on t∗ with trivial isotropy in W aff .
However, the fact that the isotropy subgroup is not flat over t∗ causes difficulties,
and in fact this is why we must introduce the notion of ‘derived isotropy’. We deal
with these issues in the following section.
11This means that for each closure of G∨(O)-orbit in F l, whose (T∨×Gm-) equivariant coho-
mologies form the pieces of the pro-object H•
T∨⋊Gm
(F l), the restriction map from its equivariant
cohomology to that of its (T∨ × Gm-) fixed point set is an isomorphism over some non-empty
Zariski-open subset of the base t∗×A1. These open subsets do not stabilize as one exhausts F l.
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We make one final remark. The localization theorem of [4] also includes a de-
scription of the image of H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl) → H
•
T∨⋊Gm
(FlT
∨×Gm). We have of course
already described this (via the calculation of H•T∨⋊Gm(Fl
top)), but the result of [4]
provides some crucial and not obvious additional information (see Section 5).
3. Groupoids and descent
3.1. This section contains a number of general lemmas on groupoid schemes which
would suffice to prove Theorem 1.1 if T were a scheme rather than an ind-scheme.
In fact, the arguments carry over more or less directly to the case of ind-schemes,
but for readability we have chosen to leave the thorough treatment of ind-schemes
to the following section.
Let G ⇒ X be an algebraic groupoid over the scheme X . We denote by s, t the
two maps to X (heads and tails). Expressions G×X , ×XG denote the Cartesian
product using respectively s, t, and likewise expressions O(G)⊗O(X), ⊗O(X)O(G)
denote the tensor product using respectively s#, t#.
3.2. A lemma on descent. We make the important assumption that t is flat. In
that case, the category RepX(G) of right O(G)-comodules is abelian. We have:
Lemma 3.1 (faithfully flat descent). Suppose f : Y → X is faithfully flat (or
more generally that it induces a universally injective map O(X)→ O(Y ) of O(X)-
modules). Then the functor
f∗ : RepX(G)→ RepY (Y ×X G ×X Y )(3.1)
is an equivalence of (monoidal) categories.
Remark 3.2. The usual statement of faithfully flat descent is the special case where
G is the trivial groupoid.
Proof. This is an instructive application of Barr-Beck. Consider the composition
RepX(G)
ResGX−−−→ QCoh(X)
f∗
−→ QCoh(Y ).(3.2)
Then
• f∗ ◦ ResGX admits a right adjoint, namely Coind
G
X ◦ f∗, where Coind
G
X =
(−)⊗O(X) O(G) is the right adjoint to Res
G
X .
• f∗ ◦ResGX reflects isomorphisms, since f
∗ does (f being faithfully flat), and
ResGX does (being an exact faithful functor between abelian categories).
• RepX(G) has, and f
∗ ◦ResGX preserves, equalizers of f
∗ ◦ResGX-split equal-
izers. This is because f∗ has this property (by hypothesis) and ResGX has
the stronger property that RepX(G) has, and Res
G
X preserves, equalizers of
ResGX -equalizers (being an exact functor between abelian categories).
Consequently f∗ ◦ResGX induces an equivalence between RepX(G) and the category
of f∗ ◦ ResGX ◦ Coind
G
X ◦ f∗-comodules in QCoh(Y ). The comonad in question is
nothing more than (−) ⊗O(X) O(G) ⊗O(X) O(Y ) ∼= (−) ⊗O(Y ) O(Y ×X G ×X Y )
with the comonad structure given by the groupoid structure on Y ×X G ×X Y . 
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3.3. Adjacency and isotropy. Let C be the coequalizer (in affine schemes) of
G ⇒ X ; that is, O(C) = {x ∈ O(X)|s#(x) = t#(x)} (a subalgebra of O(X)).
The adjacency groupoid T is defined by setting O(T ) to be the subalgebra of O(G)
generated by the images of s#, t#. This is naturally an algebraic groupoid over X
and we have the maps G → T → X ×C X of algebraic groupoids over X . We also
have the isotropy subgroup I := G ×T X of G (here X → T is the identity section).
Let us write M for the kernel of the surjective map O(G) → O(I); M is nothing
more than the ideal generated by (s# − t#)(O(X)).
Heuristically one thinks of G as a space of arrows with heads and tails in X ,
which are composable in the natural way (and satisfy the groupoid axioms); the
relation of being connected by an arrow is an equivalence relation on X . Then
T is the adjacency groupoid of the equivalence relation, and I is the subgroup of
G consisting of all arrows whose head and tail coincide. In some cases C is the
space of equivalence classes: for instance in the case of a transformation groupoid
G = X × Γ, C is the GIT quotient and if it is also a geometric quotient then
this condition is satisfied. In that case, one might hope 12 that T → X ×C X
is an isomorphism. Naively one expects that formulas such as ‘T = G/I’ and
‘RepX(T ) = RepX(G)
I ’ to hold. Here RepX(G)
I denotes the full subcategory of
RepX(G) consisting of objects with trivial I-action. However, this simply isn’t true
in general. Nonetheless we shall demonstrate some appropriate replacement, given
the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.3.
(1) We assume that G, T are both flat over X , with respect to both the heads
and tails maps.
(2) We assume that G → T is the coequalizer of G ×T G = G ×X I ⇒ G. In
light of the first hypothesis, on the level of functions, this is the statement
that the images of s#, t# in O(G) together generate the entire subalgebra
{x ∈ O(G)|∆(x) − x⊗ 1 ∈ O(G)⊗O(X)M}.
3.4. Behaviour on flat objects. Consider the functor of restriction F : RepX(T )→
RepX(G)
I .
Lemma 3.4. F induces an equivalence between the full subcategories of objects
which are flat as quasicoherent sheaves on X.
Proof. To avoid excessive notation, the symbol ⊗ will denote ⊗O(X) unless given
some other subscript.
The main point is the essential surjectivity. Let V be an object in the target
category. By definition, this is a flat O(X)-module V together with an O(G)-
comodule structure
m : V → V ⊗O(G)(3.3)
such that the composition
V
m
−→ V ⊗O(G)→ V ⊗O(I)(3.4)
12For instance, this holds when X is the reflection representation of a finite complex reflection
group Γ and G = Γ#X; see 5.3 to deduce a proof.
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coincides with id⊗ 1. Consider the diagram
V
?
−→ V ⊗O(G)
p
−→ V ⊗O(I)
↓ ∗ ↓ m⊗id
V ⊗O(G) ⊗O(G)
q
−→ V ⊗O(G) ⊗O(I)
(3.5)
where the horizontal maps labelled p, q are the obvious quotient maps. We perform
the following diagram chase: q ◦ (id⊗∆)◦m = q ◦ (m⊗ id)◦m = (m⊗ id)◦p◦m =
(m⊗ id) ◦ p ◦ (id⊗ 1) = q ◦ (m⊗ id) ◦ (id⊗ 1) = q ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ 1) ◦m. Thus m lands
inside the equalizer of V ⊗O(G)⇒ V ⊗O(G)⊗O(I), the parallel morphisms being
q ◦ (id⊗∆) and q ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ 1). This equalizer is the kernel of
V ⊗O(G)
q◦(id⊗(∆−id⊗1))
−−−−−−−−−−−→ V ⊗O(G) ⊗O(I),(3.6)
which since V is flat is precisely V ⊗O(T ).
Thus we have the unique factorization
V → V ⊗O(T )→ V ⊗O(G)(3.7)
of m. That this is an O(T )-comodule structure on V follows from the fact that
V ⊗O(T )⊗O(T )→ V ⊗O(G)⊗O(G) is injective. This is because O(T )→ O(G)
is injective and every O(X)-module in sight is flat.
Next, F is of course faithful, being the identity on underlying O(X)-modules.
Finally, F is full on its flat O(X)-modules. Indeed if V , V ′ are any two such, and
V → V ′ is a morphism of O(G)-comodules then consider the diagram
V → V ⊗O(T ) → V ⊗O(G)
↓ ↓ ↓
V ′ → V ′ ⊗O(T ) → V ′ ⊗O(G).
(3.8)
The outer and rightmost squares are both commutative, and by flatness of V ′ the
lower horizontal arrow in the rightmost square is injective. It follows that the
leftmost square is commutative, as required.
A closing remark: the proof shows that F : Hom(V, V ′)→ Hom(FV, FV ′) is an
isomorphism as long as V ′ is a flat O(X)-module (V may be arbitrary). 
3.5. Fullness. In fact, F is full under some additional hypotheses which we will
describe. First, we will require:
Hypothesis 3.5. T ,G are finite over X (with respect to both s and t).
It follows that for any objects V, V ′ in RepX(T ), the space HomO(X)(V, V
′) is
also an object of RepX(T ), and HomT (V, V
′) coincides with its maximal invariant
submodule:
HomT (V, V
′) = HomO(X)(V, V
′)T = {f ∈ HomO(X)(V, V
′)|m(f) = f ⊗ 1}(3.9)
= m−1(HomO(X)(V, V
′)⊗ 1).(3.10)
(Likewise for G). To see this, consider the following diagram:
V
m
−→ V ⊗O(T )
↓ f ↓ f⊗id
V ′
m
−→ V ′ ⊗O(T )
m⊗id
−−−−→ V ′ ⊗O(T )⊗O(T )
id⊗id⊗S
−−−−−−→
id⊗mult
−−−−−→ V ′ ⊗O(T ).
(3.11)
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The high road is a map of O(X)-modules from V to V ′⊗O(X)O(T ) with its O(X)-
structure coming from V ′ (or equivalently t#); this is different from the one we
have been using until now. By the finiteness hypothesis this is the same as an
element of HomO(X)(V, V
′)⊗O(X) O(T ). One checks that the map so constructed
from HomO(X)(V, V
′) to HomO(X)(V, V
′)⊗O(X)O(T ) is O(X)-linear (in the usual
sense) and makes HomO(X)(V, V
′) into a representation of T . The condition that f
is invariant is the condition that the high road of the diagram is equal to f⊗1. This
is equal to the low road. Since the tail of the diagram is an isomorphism (in fact,
an involution!) it is equivalent to the condition that the square is commutative.
Consequently, F is full if and only if F ‘reflects invariants’: the natural map
V T → V G is an isomorphism (for all V ).
3.6. Reflection of invariants. We will now give some conditions which guarantee
that F reflects invariants independently of any earlier hypothesis (of course finite
flatness is required to deduce fullness from this). For instance, one such condition
is:
Hypothesis 3.6. The equalizer O(C)→ O(X)⇒ O(G) is split, with a (t#) O(X)-
linear section β of t#.
Indeed, in that case one may consider the composition α
V
m
−→ V ⊗O(T )
id⊗f
−−−→ V ⊗O(G)
id⊗β
−−−→ V.(3.12)
Note that the condition that β be (t#) O(X)-linear is necessary for this to be well-
defined. Certainly α is the identity on V G , and so in particular on V T . We claim
moreover that α is a section of the inclusion V T → V ; we have
m ◦ α = m ◦ (id⊗ β) ◦ (id⊗ f) ◦m(3.13)
= (id⊗ id⊗ β) ◦ (m⊗ id) ◦ (id⊗ f) ◦m(3.14)
= (id⊗ id⊗ β) ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ f) ◦ (m⊗ id) ◦m(3.15)
= (id⊗ id⊗ β) ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ f) ◦ (id⊗∆) ◦m.(3.16)
Since O(T ) is generated by s#(O(X)) and t#(O(X)), we have m(V ) ⊂ V ⊗
s#(O(X)) ⊂ V ⊗ O(T ). By linearity of ∆, we have therefore (id ⊗∆) ◦m(V ) ⊂
V ⊗ 1 ⊗ s#(O(X)). Since β ◦ s#(O(X)) ⊂ O(C), we get finally m ◦ α(V ) ⊂
V ⊗ O(C) = V ⊗ 1 ⊂ V ⊗O(T ). We conclude as follows: suppose v ∈ V G . Then
v = α(v) ∈ V T , as required.
It may happen that O(X)⇒ O(G) does not admit a split equalizer globally, but
does locally. Thus we make:
Hypothesis 3.7 (Replacement for Hypothesis 3.6). For every closed point x of X ,
there exists a (t#) O(X)-linear section of t#x : O(Xx) → O(G(x,X)) (denoted by
βx) such that s
#
x ◦ βx ◦ s
# and t#x ◦ βx ◦ s
# coincide in O(G(x,x)) (equivalently, in
O(T(x,x))).
Remark 3.8. This is satisfied if, for each x, the groupoid G(x,x) over Xx satisfies
Hypothesis 3.6. Hypothesis 3.7 seems to be weaker in general.
We run through the previous argument, starting from the composition αx given
by
V
m
−→ V ⊗O(T )
id⊗f
−−−→ V ⊗O(G)
id⊗βx
−−−−→ Vx.(3.17)
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We have that αx coincides with the localization map when restricted to V
G . Also
arguing as before we have that
mx ◦ αx = (id⊗ id⊗ βx) ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ f) ◦ (id⊗∆) ◦m,(3.18)
where mx denotes the comultiplication map Vx → V ⊗O(T(X,x)). We conclude as
before that mx ◦ αx(V ) ⊂ Vx ⊗ 1 after passing to V ⊗ O(T(x,x)). Since T(x,x) is a
groupoid over Xx, and Vx its representation, it must be that mx ◦ αx(v) = v ⊗ 1
in V ⊗ O(T(x,x)) = Vx ⊗O(Xx) O(T(x,x)) for any v ∈ V . So for v ∈ V
G , we have
m(v) = mx◦αx(v) = v⊗1 in V ⊗O(T(x,x)). Since this is true for all x, we get finally
that m(v) = v ⊗ 1 in V ⊗ O(TU ) for some open neighborhood U of the diagonal
X ⊂ X2, whenever v ∈ V G .
To extend this equality over X2, we will need some further hypothesis. There
are probably several options, but here is a natural choice:
Hypothesis 3.9. There exist closed subschemes Ri of T such that:
(1) The projection map G ×T Ri → Ri induces a universally injective map of
O(X)-modules for each i, and
(2) TU and the various Ri generate T .
Here the second condition means precisely that the multiplication maps A1 ×X
. . . ×X An → T , where n ranges from 1 to ∞ and the Aj range over TU and the
various Ri (allowing repeats), induce jointly universally injective maps of O(X)-
modules.
The first condition guarantees that the map V ⊗ O(R) → V ⊗ O(G ×T R) is
injective; it follows that for any v ∈ V G , m(v) and v ⊗ 1 have the same image in
V ⊗O(R). The second condition gives that the various compositions
V ⊗O(T )
id⊗∆n−1
−−−−−−→ V ⊗O(T )⊗ . . .⊗O(T )→ V ⊗O(A1)⊗ . . .⊗O(An)(3.19)
are jointly injective. If v ∈ V G then the image of m(v) under any one of these
compositions certainly coincides with v ⊗ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ 1, and hence m(v) = v ⊗ 1 as
required.
4. Ind-schemes
4.1. In this section, we develop the theory of groupoid ind-schemes to the point
where we are able to formulate appropriate replacements for the hypotheses, argu-
ments and conclusions of the previous section.
4.2. Consider the collection of non-empty countable cofiltered systems of O(X)-
modules with surjective transition maps. These form an additive category, denoted
PQCoh(X), where by definition
HomPQCoh(X)((Vj)j∈J , (Wk)k∈K) = lim←−
k
colim
−−−→
j
HomQCoh(X)(Vj ,Wk).(4.1)
An equivalent, and useful, way to think about this is as follows. A morphism
(Vj)j∈J → (Wk)k∈K consists of the following data:
(1) For each k ∈ K, a cofinal subsystem S(k) of J , satisfying S(k) ⊂ S(k′)
whenever k → k′;
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(2) For each j ∈ S(k), a morphism fkj : Vj →Wk, such that the diagram
Vj → Wk
↓ ↓
Vj′ → Wk′
(4.2)
commutes whenever it exists.
We take such data up to equivalence; two such data (S, f), (S′, f ′) are equivalent if
for every k, every j ∈ S(k), j′ ∈ S′(k), and every lower (upper?) bound j′′ of j, j′,
the diagram
Vj′′ −→ Vj
↓ ↓ fkj
Vj′
(f ′)k
j′
−−−→ Wk
(4.3)
commutes. It is enough to check for k in some cofinal subsystem of K, for (j, j′) in
some cofinal subsystem of S(k)× S′(k), and for j′′ being any one (rather than all)
lower bound(s) of j, j′.
Yet another way to think of this is as follows: we view lim
←−j
Vj , lim←−k
Vk as topologi-
calO(X)-modules (with the pro-discrete topology) and thenHomPQCoh(X)((Vj), (Wk))
is none other than the set of continuous morphisms between these topologized lim-
its. For this, the countability is essential: a countable cofiltered system (Vj) ad-
mits a cofinal inverse (i.e. ordered as N) subsystem, and consequently each map
lim
←−j
Vj → Vj is surjective if the transition morphisms are. To present a projectively
discrete topological O(X)-module as the limit of an object of PQCoh(X) is to give
a countable cofinal subsystem of its lattice of open submodules. However we will
not usually think of PQCoh(X) in this way, preferring to reserve the notation lim
←−
for the functor
lim
←−
: PQCoh(X)→ QCoh(X).(4.4)
We note that lim
←−
is right adjoint to the functor QCoh(X) → PQCoh(X) which
takes a quasi-coherent sheaf to the corresponding single-object cofiltered system.
lim
←−
is faithful.
Perhaps the most useful way to think of this is given by the following:
Lemma 4.1. (1) Every object of PQCoh(X) is isomorphic to an inverse (i.e.
ordered as N) system;
(2) Let V be an object of PQCoh(X), let (Wk)k∈N be an inverse system in
PQCoh(X), and let V → W be a morphism; then there exists an iso-
morphism (Ui)i∈N → V such that the composition (Ui) → V → (Wk) is
equivalent to a map of inverse systems in the traditional sense. In other
words, writing (f, S) for said composition, we may take S(k) = [k,∞) for
all k. In other other words, the composition (Ui)→ V → (Wk) is equivalent
to a surjective inverse system of morphisms.
It follows of course that any sequence in PQCoh(X) is isomorphic to an inverse
system of sequences.
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4.3. PQCoh(X) is not abelian, but it is exact. First we describe the admissible
sequences:
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 → U → V → W → 0 be a sequence in PQCoh(X) which is
isomorphic to an inverse system of of short exact sequences. Then 0 → lim
←−
U →
lim
←−
V → lim
←−
W → 0 is exact.
We call such sequences Mittag-Leffler. To justify the name, observe first that given
a morphism V → W in PQCoh(X), presented as (Vi)
(S,f)
−−−→ (Wj) say, the prop-
erty that every extant f ji is surjective is independent of the presentation. These
are precisely the epimorphisms (epis) in PQCoh(X). Next, we observe that an
epimorphism V → W may be extended to a Mittag-Leffler sequence U → V → W
if and only if for every (equivalently, some) presentation of V →W as a surjective
inverse system of morphisms Vi → Wi, the resulting inverse system ker(Vi → Wi)
satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. (In that case, to construct U we take the
stabilization of the pointwise kernel of any presentation of V → W as a surjective
inverse system of morphisms). We note also that monomorphisms are the same as
morphisms which give injections in the limit.
4.4. The class of Mittag-Leffler sequences is an exact structure for PQCoh(X)
(i.e. PQcoh(X) has a unique structure of exact category in which the admissible
sequences are precisely Mittag-Leffler sequences). This is a simple excersise in dia-
gram chasing. PQCoh(X) has all cokernels, and every cokernel map is admissible.
PQCoh(X) also has all kernels, and every kernel map is admissible. If f : V →W
has kernel K and cokernel C then the map
coim(f) := coker(K → V )→ ker(W → C) =: im(f)
is always both epi and mono, but it is not always an isomorphism. It is an iso-
morphism if for some (equivalently any) presentation of f : V →W as a surjective
inverse system of morphisms Vi → Wi, the inverse system ker(Vi → Wi) satisfies
the Mittag-Leffler condition (but not conversely!); in that caseK is the stabilization
of ker(Vi →Wi). We call such f admissible.
4.5. If X → Y then we have the pushforward functor PQCoh(X)→ PQCoh(Y ).
This functor preserves kernels and cokernels, kills no objects, and reflects isomor-
phisms. Consequently it preserves and reflects monos, epis, and admissible mor-
phisms. In particular it preserves and reflects Mittag-Leffler sequences.
4.6. We say an object of PQCoh(X) is flat, coherent etc. if it is isomorphic
to a (surjective countable) cofiltered system of flat, coherent etc. O(X)-modules.
Sometimes (e.g. ‘coherent’) this property is independent of the presentation, but
more usually (e.g. ‘flat’) it depends very much on the presentation.
4.7. PQCoh(X) is monoidal: we set (Vj)j∈J ⊗ (Wk)k∈K = (Vj ⊗Wk)(j,k)∈J×K .
The one-object cofiltered system O(X) is the unit. It is convenient to note that for
inverse systems (Vj)j∈N, (Wk)k∈N, we have (Vj)⊗ (Wk) ∼= (Vj ⊗Wj)j∈N.
For instace, let A be a flat coherent (i.e. finite rank projective) sheaf on X ,
regarded as a single-object cofiltered system in PQCoh(X). Since A is dualizable,
A ⊗ (−) is a right adjoint and thus we have A ⊗ lim
←−
(V ) = lim
←−
(A ⊗ V ) for any
object V of PQCoh(X). Consequently, if more generally A is a flat coherent object
of PQCoh(X), and V is any object of PQCoh(X), we have lim
←−
(A ⊗ lim
←−
(V )) =
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lim
←−
(A ⊗ V ). The same formulas hold if V is replaced with a countable cofiltered
system with not necessarily surjective morphisms, from which point (3) of the
following otherwise easy lemma follows:
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an object of PQCoh(X). Then
(1) A⊗ (−) preserves cokernels, hence epis;
(2) If A is flat then A⊗(−) preserves also admissible morphisms and their ker-
nels, hence Mittag-Leffler sequences and admissible monos (but not monos
or kernels in general);
(3) If A is flat coherent then A⊗ (−) preserves also kernels, hence monos.
4.8. An affine ind-scheme overX is by definition a (surjective, countable) cofiltered
system of O(X)-algebras13. Affine ind-schemes form a category, IAffX , where by
definition a morphism in IAffopX , between (Ai) and (Bj) say, is any morphism (S, f)
in PQCoh(X) for which every extant f ji is a ring map
14. An affine ind-scheme is
called flat, coherent etc. if it is so as an object of PQCoh(X) 15. IAffX inherits
the monoidal structure from PQCoh(X). A groupoid ind-scheme is a groupoid in
IAff 16. As usual, for such a thing G, we will write O(G) for the corresponding
object of IAffopX , and keep the notations ∆, η, t
#, s# of the previous section. Since
η, s# split each other, they are respectively admissible epi, mono. Similarly t# and
∆ are admissible mono. A (right) representation of the groupoid ind-scheme G is a
quasi-coherent sheaf V on X together with a morphism
m : V → V ⊗O(G)(4.5)
satisfying the natural comodule axioms. Representations of G form a category,
denoted RepX(G), in the obvious manner. Of course, one could make the same
definition with V being an arbitrary object of PQCoh(X); however, this would
apparently make it difficult for RepX(G) to be abelian.
4.9. Coinduction. We assume that t is finite flat. In that case, the forgetful
functor RepX(G)→ QCoh(X) has the all-important right adjoint
CoindGX : QCoh(X) → RepX(G)
V 7→ lim
←−
(V ⊗O(G))
(4.6)
where the structure of representation on lim
←−
(V ⊗O(G)) is given as follows. Certainly
there is a map V ⊗O(G)
id⊗∆
−−−→ V ⊗O(G)⊗O(G); taking lim
←−
we get lim
←−
(V ⊗O(G)) −→
lim
←−
(V ⊗ O(G) ⊗ O(G)) = lim
←−
(lim
←−
(V ⊗ O(G)) ⊗ O(G)) since O(G) is flat coherent
with respect to t#. By the adjunction property of lim
←−
, this is the same as a map
lim
←−
(V ⊗O(G))→ lim
←−
(V ⊗O(G))⊗O(G). Having constructed the map, it is easy to
13This definition is more restrictive than being simply a ring object in PQCoh(X).
14Equivalently, noting that the limit of an affine ind-scheme is naturally a ring, we see that
morphisms between affine ind-schemes are exactly those morphisms in PQCoh(X) whose limit is
a ring homomorphism. This shows, for instance, that the forgetful functor IAffop
X
→ PQCoh(X)
reflects isomorphisms. To present a projectively discrete topological ring as the limit of an object
of IAffX is to give a countable cofinal subsystem of ideals in its lattice of open submodules.
15I do not know (nor care) whether a flat affine ind-scheme may be presented as a surjective
cofiltered system of flat O(X)-algebras.
16IAff is meant as a stack over Aff ; this is just a convenient way of saying that a groupoid
ind-scheme is an object of IAffX×X for some X with the appropriate operations between its two
projections to IAffX .
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see that it satisfies the comodule axioms, and that CoindGX is indeed right adjoint
to the forgetful functor.
4.10. Abelian-ness. It follows from the flatness of t that RepGX is abelian. The
proof is more or less the same as in the scheme case, but we’ll indicate it anyway.
Suppose U → V → W → 0 is an exact sequence in QCoh(X). If U → V lifts to
RepX(G), then V → V ⊗ O(G) → W ⊗ O(G) factors through W , and one checks
that this defines a comodule structure on W (independently of the assumption on
t), and that V →W is a map of comodules, and that this is the unique way to lift
V →W to RepGX . If instead U → V is injective and V →W lifts to RepX(G), then
consider the diagram
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
U 99K U ⊗O(G)
99K
−−→ U ⊗O(G) ⊗O(G)
↓ ↓ ↓
V −→ V ⊗O(G)
−→
−−→ V ⊗O(G) ⊗O(G)
↓ ↓ ↓
W −→ W ⊗O(G)
−→
−−→ W ⊗O(G) ⊗O(G)
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
(4.7)
By the flatness of t, each column is Mittag-Leffler. Therefore in the limit, the
columns become short exact sequences. The leftmost dashed arrow exists in the
limit, and hence exists outright by adjunction (U being already quasi-coherent).
Hence both dashed arrows exist outright. All necessary commutativity/equalizing
properties follow from the corresponding limiting statements, since lim
←−
is faithful.
A similar diagram yields the counity condition, and thus one obtains the (unique)
lifting of U → V to RepX(G). From this it is a formal consequence that Rep
G
X is
abelian, and that the forgetful functor to QCoh(X) is exact and faithful.
4.11. Descent. By Barr-Beck, one obtains that RepX(G) is equivalent to the cat-
egory of comodules in QCoh(X) for the comonad lim
←−
((−) ⊗ O(G)). In order for
Lemma 3.1 to go through, one must make the additional assumption that f : Y →
X is finite (as well as faithfully flat), so that the comonads f∗ ◦ResGX ◦Coind
G
X ◦ f∗
and ResY×G×YY ◦ Coind
Y×G×Y
Y on QCoh(Y ) coincide.
4.12. The remaining arguments of the previous section apply more or less verba-
tim. We will point out (in chronological order) the points where some extra thought
is needed:
(1) C is defined the same way as before (it is a scheme).
(2) O(T ) is defined as the subsystem ofO(G) generated by the images of s#, t#,
which is automatically surjective; it is left as an exercise that T inherits the
groupoid structure from G. From the point of view of exact categories,O(T )
is the kernel of the cokernel morphism O(G)→ coker(O(X ×X)→ O(G));
since cokernel maps are admissible, we get that O(T )→ O(G) is admissible.
(3) I is defined as I = G×X×XX ; on level of surjective systems, it is the system
obtained by quotienting out each piece ofO(G) by the ideal generated by the
image of (s#−t#)O(X). Those ideals also form a surjective system, denoted
M , and so we have the Mittag-Leffler sequence M → O(G)→ O(I).
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(4) Hypothesis 3.3 needs changing slightly. First we replace ‘flat’ by ‘finite flat’.
Next note that the equalizer of O(G)⇒ O(G)⊗O(I) is equal to the kernel
of the composition O(G)
∆−id⊗1
−−−−−→ O(G) ⊗ O(G) → O(G) ⊗O(I) and is an
ind-scheme (the forgetful functor IAffopX → PQCoh(X) has and preserves
equalizers of equalizers it creates). Moreover since M → O(G) → O(I) is
Mittag-Leffler, so is O(G) ⊗M → O(G) ⊗ O(G) → O(G) ⊗ O(I), and it
follows that the equalizer in question is the Cartesian product of
O(G)
↓ ∆−id⊗1
O(G)⊗M → O(G) ⊗O(G).
(4.8)
Therefore the condition that G ×X I ⇒ G → T is a coequalizer in IAffX
is equivalent to the condition that O(T ) maps isomorphically to the Carte-
sian product of that diagram in PQCoh(X), or equivalently that it maps
isomorphically to the kernel of O(G) → O(G) ⊗ O(I) in PQCoh(X). We
require the additional hypothesis that this map is admissible (recall that
O(T ) → O(G) is admissible). This hypothesis is equivalent to that in any
presentation of diagram 4.8 as a surjective inverse systems of diagrams the
pointwise pullback satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition and O(T ) maps
isomorphically to its stabilization.
(5) Lemma 3.4 goes through as written if one understands ‘injective’ as mono,
and recalling that O(T )→ O(G) is the kernel of the admissible morphism
O(G)
∆−id⊗1
−−−−−→ O(G) ⊗O(I) (and these properties are preserved when ten-
soring with flat objects).
(6) Hypothesis 3.5 has already been made. The construction of comodule struc-
ture on HomO(X)(V, V
′) is the same, noting that HomPQCoh(X)(V, V
′ ⊗
O(T )) = lim
←−
HomQCoh(X)(V, V
′⊗O(T )i) (choosing a presentation ofO(T )),
which equals lim
←−
(HomQCoh(X)(V, V
′)⊗O(T )i), and thusHomPQCoh(X)(V, V
′⊗
O(T )) is ‘internalized’ as HomQcoh(X)(V, V
′) ⊗ O(T ). The waffle about
high roads and low roads works out the same and one obtains Equation
3.9, whose RHS is interpreted in exact categories-speak as the kernel of
HomQCoh(X)(V, V
′)
m−id⊗1
−−−−−→ HomQCoh(X)(V, V
′)⊗O(T ). Since m, id⊗ 1
have the common section id⊗ η, we also get Equation 3.10 (interpreted as
a pullback in the obvious way). Thus again we will deduce fullness from
the ‘reflects invariants’ property.
(7) We make Hypothesis 3.6 and define α, β as before. It is still true that α is
a section of the inclusion V T → V , but one must be a little more careful.
Indeed since the mapO(X×X)→ O(T ) is epi, the map (id⊗β)◦(id⊗f)◦∆ :
O(T )→ O(T ) factors through the image of t#⊗(s#◦β◦s#) : O(X×X)→
O(T ). This latter map equals t# ⊗ (t# ◦ β ◦ s#) which of course factors
through t# : O(X) → O(T ). This last map is an isomorphism with its
image, so we see that (id ⊗ β) ◦ (id ⊗ f) ◦∆ factors through t#. Likewise
the map (id ⊗ id ⊗ β) ◦ (id ⊗ id ⊗ f) ◦ (id ⊗∆) : V ⊗ O(T ) → V ⊗ O(T )
factors through id⊗ 1 : V → V ⊗O(T ) as required.
(8) We make the same alternative hypothesis as Hypothesis 3.7, and make the
same conclusion that if v ∈ V G then m(v) = v ⊗ 1 in V ⊗ O(T(x,x)) for
all closed points x ∈ X . Of course it does not necessarily follow that we
have the equality in V ⊗ O(TU ) for some Zariski-open neighborhood U of
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the diagonal X ⊂ X ×X , but it does hold for U being the ‘complement’ of
some closed ind-subscheme of X ×X , which suffices.
(9) From Hypothesis 3.9 onwards the argument is identical, reading ‘sub-ind-
scheme’ for subscheme and ‘mono‘ for injective.
In summary, we have the following:
Proposition 4.4. Let G be an affine groupoid ind-scheme over the affine base
scheme X, with adjacency groupoid T and isotropy subgroup I.
(1) Suppose the following conditions hold:
(a) Both G, T are finite flat over X with respect to both the head and tails
maps;
(b) O(G)→ O(G)⊗O(I) is admissible and O(T ) is its kernel;
(c) For every closed point x of X, there exists a (t#) O(X)-linear section
of t#x : O(Xx)→ O(G(x,X)) (denoted by βx) such that s
#
x ◦βx ◦ s
# and
t#x ◦ βx ◦ s
# coincide in O(G(x,x)) (equivalently, in O(T(x,x))).
Then the functor of restriction RepX(T )→ RepX(G) reflects invariants in
some neighborhood U of the diagonal X ⊂ X2.
(2) Suppose in addition that there exist closed sub-ind-schemes Ri of T such
that:
(a) The map G ×T Ri → Ri induces a universally injective of O(X)-
modules for each i, and
(b) TU and the various Ri generate T .
Then RepX(T )→ RepX(G) is full.
(3) The functor RepX(T ) → RepX(G)
I is an equivalence on the full subcate-
gories of objects which are flat over X. Noting that O(X)-flat (even pro-
jective) resolutions exist in RepX(T ), one obtains the equivalence
RepX(T ) ∼= RepX(G)
“ I ”
where the latter category denotes the full subcategory of RepX(G) consisting
of those objects which admit resolutions by O(X)-flat objects which have
trivial isotropy.
Remark 4.5. We think of the above isotropy condition as ‘having trivial derived
isotropy’. We expect that the better way to phrase it is to replace I by the natural
groupoid ind-dga-scheme (whatever that means!), denoted “ I ”, at which point the
condition may be literally interpreted as having trivial “ I ”-action. We do not
pursue this here.
5. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
For background material on root systems and reflection groups, as used heavily
in paragraph 5.3, see [7].
5.1. Adjoint case. Let us begins with the case where G is adjoint. Then pi1(G
∨)
is trivial, W˜ aff = W aff and T = Spec(H•G∨(O)⋊Gm(Fl)) is really the adjacency
groupoid of G = W˜ aff# t∗. We simply check the conditions of Proposition 4.4.
(1) Certainly s, t are finite flat (for T , G).
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(2) O(T ) → O(G) is the kernel of the admissible morphism O(G)
∆−id⊗1
−−−−−→
O(G)⊗O(I). Indeed by [4], Theorem 1.2.2 we have that for an equivariantly
formal T -variety X with finitely many fixed points,
H•T (X) = ker(H
•
T (X
T )→
∏
j
H•T (Xj)),(5.1)
where theXj are the one-dimensional orbits of T onX and the j-component
of the map is (ξx)x∈XT 7→ ξj0 − ξj∞ (on Lie(StabT (Xj))). In our sit-
uation, the one-dimensional T∨ × Gm-orbits on Flλ correspond (up to
equivalence, i.e. repetition in the above morphism) to pairs (s, γ), where
s is an affine reflection and γ is any fixed point in Flλ such that γs is
also in Flλ. Since T
∨ has the same fixed point set in Flλ as T
∨ × Gm,
each H•T∨×Gm(Flλ) is free over A
1. Since A1 has homological dimen-
sion 1, one may set ~ = 1 in Equation 5.1 (and obtain a correct for-
mula). Then H•T∨×Gm(Flλ(s,γ))~=1 = O(Γγ |(t∗)s). Writing O(G)λ :=
H•T∨×Gm(Flλ
T∨
)~=1, O(T )λ := H
•
T∨×Gm
(Flλ)~=1, we have
O(G)λ =
∏
γ∈Flλ
T∨ O(Γγ)
O(I)λ =
∏
γ∈Flλ
T∨ O(Γγ |(t∗)γ )
O(G)λ ⊗O(I)µ =
∏
(γ0,γ∞)∈Flλ
T∨
×Flµ
T∨ O(Γγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ ).
(5.2)
In the limit, we have lim
←−
O(G) =
∏
γ∈FlT∨ O(Γγ) and lim←−
(O(G)⊗O(I)) =∏
γ0,γ∞∈FlT
∨ O(Γγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ ). Both are equipped with the product topology,
and the morphism ∆− id⊗ 1 between them sends (ξγ)γ to (ξγ0.γ∞ |(t∗)γ∞ −
ξγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ )(γ0,γ∞). For each λ, the set Sλ of pairs γ0, γ∞ such that both γ0
and γ0.γ∞ are contained in Flλ is finite, and so one obtains the discrete
quotient
∏
(γ0,γ∞)∈Sλ
O(Γγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ ) of lim←−
(O(G) ⊗ O(I)). These quotients
are cofinal in the cofiltered system of all discrete quotients, and thus may be
used as a presentation. But then composition of ∆− id⊗ 1 with projection
to the λ-piece of this presentation factors through O(G)λ, and yields the
the map∏
γ∈Flλ
T∨ O(Γγ) →
∏
(γ0,γ∞)∈Sλ
O(Γγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ )
(ξγ)γ 7→ (ξγ0.γ∞ |(t∗)γ∞ − ξγ0 |(t∗)γ∞ )(γ0,γ∞)
(5.3)
If one projects the right-hand side to the product of all those factors for
which γ∞ is an affine reflection, then one obtains the map whose kernel
is O(T )λ, according to Equation 5.1. Therefore O(T )λ is also the kernel
of Equation 5.3, which is to say that O(T ) is the kernel of the admissible
morphism O(G)
∆−id⊗1
−−−−−→ O(G) ⊗O(I), as required.
(3) Hypothesis 3.7 holds. Indeed, note that for any closed point x ∈ t∗, the
stabilizer W˜ affx is finite, and so one may define a map
βx : O(G(x,X)) =
∏
γ∈W˜aff O(Γγ (x,X)) → O(t
∗
x)
(ξγ)γ 7→
1
|W˜affx |
∑
γ∈W˜affx
pi1∗(ξγ).
(5.4)
βx is a t
#-linear section of t#x . The map βx ◦ s
# : O(t∗) → O(t∗x) is the
composition of the averaging map with respect to W˜ affx with the localiza-
tion map. Therefore s#x ◦ βx ◦ s
# and t#x ◦ βx ◦ s
# coincide on every factor
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of the form O(Γγ) with γ ∈ W˜
aff
x . Noting that these are the only factors
which survive in O(G(x,x)), we get the desired result
17.
(4) Hypothesis 3.9 holds taking the closed sub-ind-schemes Ri of T to be the
graphs Γγ (γ ranging over all of W˜
aff ). Of course Γγ is most naturally
a closed sub-ind-scheme of G; it is also a closed subscheme of T , because
it is a closed subscheme of t∗× t∗. Then the projection G ×T Γγ → Γγ is
an isomorphism, so certainly induces a universally injective map of O(X)-
modules. Finally, the various multiplications Γγ ×X TU → T constitute an
open cover of T , so certainly induce jointly universally injective morphisms
of O(X)-modules.
5.2. General case. For general reductive G, we write T ad, Gad for the groupoids
associated as in the previous paragraph to its adjoint group. W˜ aff acts (by ‘conju-
gation’) on both T ad, Gad by groupoid automorphisms covering its natural action
on t∗ (for both the heads and the tails map), and the map Gad → T ad is W˜ aff -
equivariant. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that T , G are obtained from T ad, Gad as
follows:
T = T ad×W
aff
W˜ aff
G = Gad×W
aff
W˜ aff .
Here the symbol ×W
aff
denotes the balanced product, where W aff acts on W˜ aff
by left translations and on T , G by right translations. It is left as an exercise to
check that the right-hand expressions have natural groupoid structures and that
the equalities are as groupoids18.
It follows that the right adjoint of the restriction functor ResT
T ad
,
CoindTT ad(−) := (−)⊗
O(T ad) O(T ) = V ⊗O(W
aff ) O(W˜ aff ) ≃
⊕
pi1(G∨)
V 19,
satisfies the equation
ResGT ◦ Coind
T
T ad
∼= CoindGGad ◦Res
Gad
T ad
.
Both ResT
T ad
and ResG
Gad
satisfy the conditions of comonadicity (their right ad-
joints are the coinduction functors above; they are exact functors between abelian
categories which kill no objects). Writing CT , CG for the corresponding comonads,
we have
CG ◦Res
Gad
T ad
∼= ResG
ad
T ad
◦ CT ;
17With a little more care, we may take U ⊂ t∗× t∗ to be the complement of the (ind-scheme)
union of the graphs of the fixed-point-free elements of W˜ aff . This is not necessary for what
follows.
18This is essentially the same as the original construction of the transformation groupoid
G = W˜ aff × t∗.
19The symbols ⊗O(T
ad), ⊗O(W
aff ) denote the balanced tensor product (over t∗), which is to
say the subspace of the tensor product on which the two ‘inner’ comodule structures coincide.
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thus ResG
ad
T ad
defines a functor R˜es
Gad
T ad : CT − comod → CG − comod which makes
the following diagram commutative:
Rept∗(T )
∼
−→ CT − comod
↓ Res
G
T ↓ R˜es
Gad
T ad
Rept∗(G)
∼
−→ CG − comod.
That R˜es
Gad
T ad : CT − comod → CG − comod is fully faithful follows from the fact
established previously that ResG
ad
T ad
: Rept∗(T
ad)→ Rept ∗(G
ad) is fully faithful.
The fully faithfulness of ResG
ad
T ad
also implies that a CG-comodule which is also a
representation of T ad is a CT -comodule in a unique way. Equivalently, a representa-
tion of G is the restriction of a representation of T if and only if its restricted struc-
ture of Gaff -representation descends to one of T aff -representation. This shows
that the objects of Toda1(G) are precisely W˜
aff -equivariant quasicoherent sheaves
on t∗ which admitW aff -equivariant resolutions byW aff -equivariant quasicoherent
sheaves which are flat over t∗ and have trivial isotropy. On the other hand, every
Toda1(G)-module admits a resolution by free Toda1(G)-modules, which correspond
to W˜ aff -equivariant quasicoherent sheaves which are free over t∗ and have trivial
isotropy in W aff . Thus we have:
Theorem 5.1. There is an equivalence of categories:
Rept∗(T )
∼
−→ QCohW˜
aff
(t∗)“ I ”.
By definition the second category is the full subcategory of QCohW˜
aff
(t∗) consist-
ing of objects which admit resolutions by W˜ aff -equivariant quasicoherent sheaves
which are free over t∗ and have trivial isotropy in W aff . However, to check this
condition it is sufficient to find a W aff -equivariant resolution by W aff -equivariant
quasicoherent sheaves which are flat over t∗ and have trivial isotropy.
5.3. Finite parabolic descent. In this special case, the ‘derived isotropy’ con-
dition has a more familiar description. Let us denote the stabilizer in W aff of
the closed point x ∈ t∗ by Γx. Recall that W aff acts simply transitively on the
connected components of the complement of the affine reflection hyperplanes (‘hy-
perplanes’ for short) in the real span t∗
R
of the character lattice. These connected
components are called alcoves. It follows immediately that ΓRe(x) acts sub-simply
transitively on the set of alcoves containing Re(x) in their closure, so that ΓRe(x)
is in particular finite. On the other hand, for any two such alcoves P,Q one may
draw a path between them sufficiently close to Re(x) that the only hyperplanes it
crosses pass through Re(x); we may deform this path slightly (staying in t∗
R
) so
that it does not meet any pairwise intersections of hyperplanes, and the result is a
sequence P = P0, . . . , Pn = Q of alcoves such that Pj−1, Pj share a common face for
each j = 1, . . . , n, which is contained in the hyperplane corresponding to the affine
root αj . Then sαjPj−1 = Pj , so that sαn . . . sα1P0 = Pn. This shows that Γ
Re(x)
acts simply transitively on the alcoves containing Re(x) in their closure and is gen-
erated by reflections. Moreover, the reflection sα1sα2 . . . sαn−1sαnsαn−1 . . . sα2sα1
is through some face of P ; it follows by induction on n that ΓRe(x) is generated
by its reflections through faces of P . Since P is conjugate to the fundamental al-
cove, which is bounded by the simple root hyperplanes, it follows that ΓRe(x) is
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a parabolic subgroup of W aff . On the other hand, translating by −x sends the
hyperplanes passing through x to certain hyperplanes passing through 0, which are
still reflection hyperplanes. We have thus proved:
Lemma 5.2. The composition
ΓRe(x) →W aff
pi
−→W
is injective and realizes ΓRe(x) as a reflection subgroup of W .
In fact, ΓRe(x) is realized as the Weyl subgroup corresponding to some root sub-
system Φx of the root system Φ of W
20.
Now we may calculate:
Γx = ΓRe(x) ∩ pi−1StabW (Im(x))
∼
−→ pi(ΓRe(x) ∩ pi−1StabW (Im(x)))
= pi(ΓRe(x)) ∩ StabW (Im(x))
= Stabpi(ΓRe(x))(Im(x))
Let V x denote the fixed point subspace of pi(ΓRe(x)) acting on t∗
R
. V x is com-
plementary to the span of Φx, so that Φx + V
x is a root system of full rank in
t∗+R/V x, with Weyl group pi(ΓRe(x)). We have
Γx = Stabpi(ΓRe(x))(Im(x))
= Stabpi(ΓRe(x))(Im(x) + V
x)
which is a parabolic subgroup of pi(ΓRe(x)) 21. We have proved:
Proposition 5.3. The stabilizer group Γx is a finite parabolic subgroup of W aff .
In particular it is generated by affine reflections passing through x 22.
Moreover, every finite parabolic subgroup of W aff arises in this way. Next, we
have (paraphrasing):
Theorem 5.4 (Chevalley-Shephard-Todd, [8][9]). Let V be a complex vector space
and Γ be a finite subgroup of GL(V ) generated by reflections. Then O(V ) is free of
finite rank over O(V//Γ).
Thus in the situation of Chevalley-Shephard-Todd, we have:
QCoh(V//Γ) ∼= RepV (V ×V//Γ V )
by faithfully flat descent. Also, since O(V ×V//Γ V ) is free of finite rank over either
copy of O(V ), it is in particular torsion-free and so the natural map
O(V ×V//Γ V )→ O(Γ#V ),
which is an isomorphism generically over V for any finite Γ (not necessarily gener-
ated by reflections), is injective. We conclude that V ×V//Γ V is the image of the
natural map Γ#V → V × V , i.e. the adjacency groupoid of Γ#V . These conclu-
sions hold also for the action of Γx on t∗, since it is conjugate to the action of a
finite reflection group, under the automorphism of t∗ given by translating by −x.
20Φx is not necessarily integrally closed in Φ, nor irreducible even if Φ is; see for instance what
happens in type G2.
21being the stabilizer of a point in the reflection representation of a Weyl group; remove the
words ‘affine’ from the discussion at the start of this paragraph.
22It seems likely that this is well known, but I have not been able to find a reference for it.
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We will write Gx for Γx# t∗ and T x, Ix for the resulting adjacency groupoid and
isotropy subgroup.
In fact, we have the following
Lemma 5.5. The groupoids Gx (over t∗) and Gx(y,y) (over t
∗
y) for any closed point
y of t∗ all satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.4.
Proof. Note that:
Gx(y,y) = (Γ
x ∩ Γy# t∗)(y,y)
= (Γx ∩ Γy# t∗)(y,t∗)
= (Γx ∩ Γy)# t∗y .
Since Γx, Γy are both parabolic, so is Γx ∩ Γy; in particular it is generated by
reflections. Therefore the adjacency groupoid of Γx ∩ Γy# t∗ is finite flat over t∗
(with respect to either heads or tails); it is easy to see23 that the stalk at (y, y)
of this adjacency groupoid is the same as its stalk at (y, t∗). It follows that this
stalk is finite flat over t∗y, and also that it coincides with the adjacency groupoid of
Gx(y,y); this gives condition (1)(a). We note that the adjacency groupoid of G
x
(y,y)
also coincides with T x(y,y). Conditions (1)(c) and (2) are solved in the same way as
in points (3) and (4) of paragraph 5.1. This leaves condition (1)(b). Noting that
the formation of T x, Ix from Gx commutes with taking stalks, this amounts to
checking that
Ix×Gx ⇒ Gx → T x
and
Ix(y,y)×G
x
(y,y) ⇒ G
x
(y,y) → T
x
(y,y)
are coequalizer diagrams.
For the second diagram, let z be any closed point of t∗ whose stabilizer in W aff
is Γx ∩ Γy. Then, translating by z − y, we see that the groupoid Gx(y,y) over t
∗
y is
isomorphic to the groupoid Gz(z,z) over t
∗
z. This is isomorphic to G(z,z) (over t
∗
z).
Noting now that the formation of T , I from G commutes with taking stalks, we
see that the second diagram is isomorphic to the localization at (z, z) of the big
(admissible) coequalizer diagram
I ×G ⇒ G → T
and so is indeed a coequalizer diagram.
Consider now the first coequalizer diagram-to-be. To check that it is a coequal-
izer diagram it suffices to check at stalks of closed points. At any closed point (y, z)
say, we need to show that
Ix(y,y)×G
x
(y,z) ⇒ G
x
(y,z) → T
x
(y,z)
is a coequalizer diagram. If y, z are not conjugate under Γx, this is vacuous;
otherwise suppose γ ∈ Γx with γ(z) = y. Then this diagram is isomorphic to
Ix(y,y)×G
x
(y,y)×Γγ ⇒ G
x
(y,y)×Γγ → T
x
(y,y)×Γγ
23Indeed let f be a function on t∗× t∗ which does not vanish at (y, y). Consider the function
fy :=
∏
γ∈Γx∩Γy γ(f), where γ acts on the second factor of t
∗. This function also does not vanish
at (y, y), and its restriction to the adjacency groupoid A in question coincides with the function
A→ t∗× t∗
pi1−−→ t∗
diag
−−−→ t∗× t∗
fy
−−→ A1 .
Thus to invert f on A it suffices to invert some function which factors through pi1 as claimed.
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under the multiplication map, which is isomorphic to
Ix(y,y)×G
x
(y,y) ⇒ G
x
(y,y) → T
x
(y,y)
under the projection, which we have just shown to be a coequalizer diagram. 
Consequently, anO(Gx)-comodule (over t∗) has at most one compatible structure
of O(T x)-comodule. Likewise, an O(Gx)(y,y)-comodule (over t
∗
y) has at most one
compatible structure of O(T x)(y,y)-comodule. We are now ready to prove
24 the
following:
Theorem 5.6. An object V of QCohW
aff
(t∗) has trivial derived isotropy if and
only if for every finite parabolic subgroup Γ ⊂W aff , the Γ-equivariant structure on
V is descent datum for t∗ → t∗ //Γ.
Proof. That trivial derived isotropy implies descent for all finite parabolic sub-
groups is immediate. Conversely, assume theW aff -equivariant quasicoherent sheaf
V has descent for all finite parabolic subgroups. It means that for each closed point
x ∈ t∗ there is a unique dashed comultiplication making the diagram
V → V ⊗O(G)9
9
K ↓
V ⊗O(T x) → V ⊗O(Gx)
commutative. Also for any closed point y the composition V → V ⊗ O(T x) →
V ⊗O(T x(y,y)) is the unique comodule map making the diagram
V → V ⊗O(G)9
9
K ↓
V ⊗O(T x(y,y)) → V ⊗O(G
x
(y,y))
commutative. Denote by T t∗ the stalk of T at the diagonal t
∗ ⊂ t∗× t∗. Choose an
enumeration γ1, γ2, . . . ofW
aff . Set Si to be the closed subscheme of T which is the
union of the graphs Γγ1 , . . . ,Γγi . These exhaust T . Write also Ωi = {γ1, . . . , γi}.
For any closed point (x, y) in t∗× t∗ let us write T y→x for the union of graphs
passing through (x, y). This is a torsor for T x in the sense that choosing any
component of T y→x gives an isomorphism with T x; likewise it is a torsor for T y.
Similarly write Γy→x for subset of W aff consisting of all γ such that γ(y) = x, a
torsor for both Γx and Γy. We construct the map V → V ⊗O(T ) as follows. For
each subscheme Si we form the open cover
{Ux,yi = Si −
⋃
γ∈Ωi−Γy→x
Γγ}(x,y).
Each Ux,yi is an open subscheme of a closed subscheme of T
y→x, and so we define
the map
V → V ⊗O(T y→x)→ V ⊗O(Ux,yi ).
Here the map V → V ⊗O(T y→x) by definition equals either 0 (if T y→x is empty)
or otherwise the composition
V → V ⊗O(T y)→ V ⊗O(Γγ)⊗O(T
y)
∼
−→ V ⊗O(T y→x)
24and indeed, to formulate: in the statement of the theorem the uniqueness of a compatible
descent datum is implicit.
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for any choice γ ∈ Γy→x 25. To see that these glue together, it suffices to check that
for every three closed points (x1, x2), (y1, y2), (z1, z2) of t
∗× t∗ such that (z1, z2) ∈
Ux2→x1i ∩ U
y2→y1
i , the two resulting maps
V → V ⊗O(T x2→x1)→ V ⊗O(Ux1,x2i )→ V ⊗O((Si)(z1,z2))
and
V → V ⊗O(T y2→y1)→ V ⊗O(Uy1,y2i )→ V ⊗O((Si)(z1,z2))
coincide. Now (z1, z2) ∈ U
x2→x1
i ∩U
y2→y1
i implies Γ
z2→z1 ∩Ωi ⊂ Γ
x2→x1 ∩ Γy2→y1 .
It follows that our two morphisms can be written as
V → V ⊗O(T x2→x1)→ V ⊗O(T x2→x1,y2→y1,z2→z1)→ V ⊗O((Si)(z1,z2))
and
V → V ⊗O(T y2→y1)→ V ⊗O(T x2→x1,y2→y1,z2→z1)→ V ⊗O((Si)(z1,z2))
where T x2→x1,y2→y1,z2→z1 denotes the union of those graphs which pass through
all three points (x1, x2), (y1, y2), (z1, z2). This is a torsor for the adjacency group
T x2,y2,z2 of the reflection group Γx2 ∩ Γy2 ∩ Γz2 . These morphisms coincide, since
either both are 0 (if T x2→x1,y2→y1,z2→z1 is empty) or in both cases the induced
morphism V → V ⊗O(T x2,y2,z2) is the unique comodule structure which restricts
to the given O(Gx2,y2,z2)-comodule structure.
We have constructed the maps V → V ⊗O(Si), which have the property that each
composition V → V ⊗O(Si)→ V ⊗O((Si)(x,y)) factors as V → V ⊗O(T
y→x)→
V ⊗O((Si)(x,y)), and it follows that they are compatible as i ranges to ∞, so that
we get a morphism V → V ⊗ O(T ). That this is a comodule structure can be
checked on stalks, where it holds by construction. 
5.4. We find it interesting to note that we may view Toda1(G)-mod as being made
up of the various QCoh(t∗ //Γ), glued together along their common ramified cover
t∗. We do not yet know what to make of this.
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